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    Botanical Art for Beginners 

   Leaves: Dried Oak 

Dried leaves provide good study subjects because they don’t wilt or die! 

Lighting 
As always make sure that you have good 
directional lighting on any subject.  A lamp 
positioned at one side of the subject can 
be used to create light and shade. 

 Here the lamp is positioned at the upper 
right hand side and this serves to create 
light and shade, which is more complex 
than in simple forms, such as fruit. Note 
how the left side of the mid-rib is darker 
than the right side and this occurs  
wherever the leaf indents away from the 
light, thus creating a stronger shadow on 
one side. 

 Take time to find the best position for your leaf and identify the lightest and darkest areas, if it helps you 
can make a quick tonal study using black paint.  
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Stage 1. Draw 

Step 1. Observe:, Measure and Draw 

• As in the previous exercises measurements of the subject should be made, including height,
width and widest point, which are the most important measurements.

• Mark out the basic shape within a box shape for the leaf, measure the stem and add this too.
• Make an outline drawing.
• When you are happy with the drawing, transfer it to the watercolour paper, using tracing paper.

Step 2. Tonal Value Drawing (using light and 
shade)  

Optional activity: make a quick tonal painting 
to help you to understand the light and shade. 
Try turning  a photo image to black and white 
and exaggerate the light and shade by altering 
the contrast, this is fairly simple and quick on 
most smart phones or computer image editing 
software. Playing with the lighting can help to 
give you more drama and to really see the 
lighter and darker parts.   

Stage 2. Painting 

Before starting work out the colours: Make colour notes and work out all colour mixes, paint 
colour swatches and make notes for reference.   

1. For the underlying colour, use cobalt blue and quinacridone magenta. I make a blue biased 
mix for the highlights and a violet mix for shaded areas and reflected light.  

2. The basic hue of the leaf is brown. I use a brighter lighter brown  mix using cobalt blue, 
transparent yellow and quinacridone magenta.

3. For the darker brown I add indanthrene blue to the mix
4. There are a few warmer areas and I use scarlet lake to selectively glaze colour on the warm 

areas in the shaded parts of the leaf.

  Refer to videos for further guidance 
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Step 1. First wash, apply underlying colour 

Using a size 4 series 7 miniature (or a suitably sized brush 
depending on the size of your leaf) , I apply the blue and 
violet mix as a blended wash and underlying colour. Violet 
is often a good choice for brown leaves. 

Pay careful attention to which areas are highlighted and 
which are more shaded. The highlights are blue and the 
shade areas more violet. Apply lightly as a blended wash 
working in a little definition between light and dark where 
veins are. There is plenty of scope to enhance these 
colours later, so keep it light. 

Allow to dry completely. 

Carefully remove pencil lines. 

 Step 2. Selective application of light brown mix: 
Dampen the surface of the area to be painted with clean 
water. Add the brown selectively being careful to 
maintain the blue highlights by carefully grading into 
them. Use a brush suitable for the size of the areas being 
worked on, e.g. size 4. Complete one side of the leaf at a 
time and work between natural junctions where the 
most obvious veins are. 

Work carefully to keep edges clean and avoid 
overworking, minor imperfections can be corrected later 
or by using a short flat synthetic brush. 

 Work around the holes in the leaf carefully but don’t 
worry if they are not exactly the same. You should work 
on one side of the mid rib at a time. 

If a hard edge forms around the highlights.  soften with a 
clean damp flat or filbert brush. 
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Step 3. Form and depth of colour: Complete the other side 
of the mid rib, pay careful attention to see whether one side 
of the mid rib is darker or lighter than the other. Here you 
can see the right side of the mid rib is considerable darker at 
the mid rib even though the light is coming from the upper 
right-hand side. As before, dampen the area that you intend 
to work on and apply more paint where colour is stronger to 
create the form and depth of colour using a selective 
application of paint, this is a slow process, so build gradually 
using a thicker mix of paint but still working wet into wet or 
wet into damp. You will need to move to a darker brown  mix 
using the Indanthrene blue and a thicker mix of paint for a 
dryer application from now on. 

Step 5. Fourth Stage: Build Depth and Detail: Switch to a 
smaller brush, size 2 miniature or detail brush. Start to build 
depth working with the dry brush modelling technique with 
the darker brown mix. Your paint should be thicker during 
this process, but not so dry that it creates a grainy 
appearance, dry off the excess on spare paper before 
adding. Remember to refer to the introductory watercolour 
technique videos and exercises for reference.  

Finally, pick out detail and paint in fine veins, shadows 
under prominent veins.  

In the warmer shadow areas, dampen and add a little 
scarlet lake in a thin glaze and blend.  

Exercise: 

Paint 2 or more dried brown leaves following the general guidance from this tutorial and from the video 
tutorials. 

NOTE: All leaves are different but the basic principles apply to many dried leaves. Try to look for leaves 
with interesting shapes and blemishes 

Once you have finished all of the leaves, you may submit 2 selected paintings to me for assessment. In 
the meantime, you may post your work to the Facebook group. 


